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Talking about gravity,

Unveiling Dark Energy from LSS: 
the theoretical side of the challenge.



Undoubtedly cosmic acceleration poses a big challenge in front of us.  
Furthermore, while GR has so far passed all experimental tests, it has yet to be 

accurately tested on scales beyond our solar system. 

So until we have a compelling theoretical model, let us keep an open mind and:

2. explore the parameter space allowed to alternative models

1. test the consistency with LCDM (GR)

Dark Energy and more!



Ongoing and upcoming wide field imaging and 
spectroscopic redshift surveys are in line to 

map more than a 100 cubic-billion-light-year of 
the Universe: exquisite measurements of 
expansion rate, reconstruction of lensing 

potentials and cosmic structure growth rate to 
1% in 0<z<2.

eBOSS

An impressive line-up of surveys!



expansion history:

non-relativistic dynamics 
(growth of structure, pec. vel.):

relativistic dynamics
(weak lensing, ISW):

+ ‘matter perturbations’ which obey continuity and Euler equations 

Large Scale Structure



A theory of gravity tells us how these functions are related to the matter content of 
the Universe.

These relations are “simple” in the linear regime,  particularly in the sub-horizon.  
So for the rest of the talk I will focus on the linear regime and often restrict to sub-

horizon scales.
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What features should we look out for in the 
large scale structure?

and what can we test?



The standard model is based on GR :

The energy-momentum tensor 
is characterized by:

 LCDM:

LSS and LCDM

The growing mode goes like: D1(a) =
5⌦m
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Cosmic acceleration is sourced by the cosmological constant.

- relativistic and non-relativistic probes respond to the same metric potential
- the growth of structure is scale-independent
- there is a consistency relation btw expansion history and growth of structure.



Are we ready?

Where do we stand on the theory side?

Are we ready to take on this challenge and meaningfully test 
gravity with LSS?

How can we optimally explore departures from the LCDM scenario?
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THEORYDATA

parametrized  
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Beyond LCDM: Parametrized Approaches

Let us compress our ignorance about Dark Energy into a handful of functions that are 
relevant for the phenomenology of LSS. 



(μ, γ)

EFT

PPF, equations of state 

What to parametrize?

solutions of equations of motion

the action

equations of motion

phenomenological

theoretical

Baker, Ferreira, Skordis (2012)
Battye & Pearson (2013)

Bolliet, Battye, Pearson (2016)

and equivalent choices, ... many authors...

references to come ...

↵ - parametrization
Bellini, Sawicki (2014)

Lagos, Baker, Ferreira, Noller (2016)

general th. of lin. cosm. pert.

Parametrized Approaches



matter and metric perturbations 
+ 

theory

EINSTEIN-BOLTZMANN 
 SOLVER 
e.g. CAMB

From Theory to Observables



EFT

- parametrization↵

http://www.lorentz.leidenuniv.nl/~hu/codes/

http://www.thphys.uni-heidelberg.de/~zumalacarregui/hi_class.html

Einstein-Boltzmann solvers

(µ, �)

http://aliojjati.github.io/MGCAMB/home.html

↵

http://www.lorentz.leidenuniv.nl/~hu/codes/


(µ, �)



The framework: (µ,γ)

Continuity and Euler eqs.

Einstein eqs.

anisotropy:

Poisson:
 

Hojjati, Pogosian, Zhao,  JCAP 1108:005 (2011)



Everything that observations can tell us about the growth of 
structure can be stored as a measurement of  μ  and γ  (and 
projected onto solutions of specific models if needed). 

Solutions of linear cosmological perturbations in any particular 
theory can be expressed in terms of μ and γ; moreover, on sub-
horizon scales they can have particularly simple forms. 
 

They allow us to perform consistency tests of GR as well as 
exploring allowed parameter space of alternative models. 
 

This is a consistent set  of equations for the evolution of 
perturbations that can be incorporated into std Boltzmann 
codes, like CAMB. 

The framework: (µ,γ)



Alternative functions

lensing:

many references ... Pogosian et al., Phys.Rev. D81 (2010)



Choices for (µ,γ)

What to do with μ and γ themselves?

pick a specific functional form

fix their scale-dependence, according to general arguments of 
locality and then perform a 1D PCA on the time-dependence.

bin them in time and space and constrain directly the resulting parameters or 
perform a 2D PCA (which is a very useful forecast tool). Or neglect the k-

dependence and bin them in time, performing a 1D PCA.

QSA:

QSA:

Bertschinger & Zukin, Phys. Rev. D 78, 024015(2008)

CFHTLenS:F. Simpson et al., arXiv: 1212.3339 Zhao et al., Phys. Rev. D 81, 103510 (2010)



What have data told us so far about/via (μ,γ)?



‘Searching for scalar gravitational interactions in current and future 
cosmological data’

Phys. Rev. D93 (2016)
A. Hojjati et al.
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Time-dependent parametrizations

‘CFHTLenS: Testing the Laws of Gravity with Tomographic Weak Lensing and 
Redshift Space Distortions’ 

arXiv: 1212.3339 [astro.ph-CO] 
F. Simpson et al.

‘Complementarity of WL and PV 
Measurements in Testing GR’ 

Phys. Rev. D84, 083523 (2011) 
Y.-S. Song et al.
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Planck XV, arXiv:1502.01590
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Time-dependent parametrizations



Is the k-dependence of (μ,γ) really completely general?

Shall we bother at all about the k-dependence of (μ,γ)?

k-dependence



For models with one scalar obeying 2nd order EOMs, (this includes non-minimal 
coupling and theories with functions of Lovelock invariants), in the QUASI-STATIC 

regime μ and γ reduce to:

Horndeski Theories

De Felice, Kobayashi,Tsujikawa, Phys.Lett.B 706 (2011) Amendola, Kunz, Motta, Saltas, Sawicki, Phys.Rev. D87, 023501 (2013) Baker, Ferreira , Skordis,  Phys.Rev. D87, 024015 (2013)

k-dependence
The k-dependence of these functions should not be completely arbitrary if 

we wish to consider local covariant theories with equations of motion 
derived from a variational principle.

AS, L. Pogosian, R. Buniy, Phys.Rev. D87 (2013) 



EFT of Dark Energy



Jordan frame

Gubitosi, Piazza, Vernizzi, JCAP 1302 (2013) 032 Piazza, Vernizzi, Class.Quant.Grav. 30 (2013) 214007 Bloomfield, Flanagan, Park, Watson JCAP 1308 (2013) 010
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IN UNITARY GAUGE

A Unified Action

 
further extended for Horava-gravity,  

Beyond Horndeski and DHOST 
theories.

J. B. Achour et al., JHEP 1612 (2016) 100 J. Gleyzes et al., Phys.Rev.Lett. 114 (2015)  R. Kase, S. Tsujikawa, Int.J.Mod.Phys. D23 (2015)



mapping EFT: 

f(R)

minimally coupled quintessence

Gubitosi, Piazza, Vernizzi, JCAP 1302 (2013) 032

pure EFT: 

It is an interesting framework that offers both a model-independent 
parametrization of alternatives to LCDM and a unifying language to analyze 

specific DE/MG models.
model-independent

unifying language

A Unified Action



Bloomfield, Flanagan, Park, Watson JCAP 1308 (2013) 010

A Unified Action



Standard CAMB

EFTCAMB STRUCTURE
(Main EFT flag: EFTflag)

0: GR code

1: pure EFT

Background DE equation of state:
(Flag: EFTwDE)

0: LCDM

1: wCDM

2: CPL

3: JBP

4: Turning point

5: Taylor expansion

6: User defined

Pure EFT Omega model selection:
(Flag: PureEFTmodelOmega)

0: Zero

1: Constant

2: Linear model

3: Power law model

4: Exponential model

5: User defined

Pure EFT gamma_1 model selection:
(Flag: PureEFTmodelGamma1)

Pure EFT gamma_2 model selection:
(Flag: PureEFTmodelGamma2)

Pure EFT gamma_3 model selection:
(Flag: PureEFTmodelGamma3)

Pure EFT gamma_4 model selection:
(Flag: PureEFTmodelGamma4)

Pure EFT gamma_5 model selection:
(Flag: PureEFTmodelGamma5)

Pure EFT gamma_6 model selection:
(Flag: PureEFTmodelGamma6)

Pure EFT Horndeski:
(Flag: PureEFTHorndeski)

Restricts pure EFT models to Horndeski.
Pure EFT choices for gamma_4, gamma_5, 
gamma_6 will be ignored and handled internally.

2: designer mapping EFT

Mapping EFT model selection:
(Flag: MappingEFTmodel)

1: f(R)

2: minimally coupled quintessence

3: non-minimally coupled quintessence

4: k-essence

5: Brans-Dicke

6:  …

Background DE equation of state:
(Flag: EFTwDE)

0: LCDM

1: wCDM

2: CPL

....

4: full EFT mapping
Full EFT mapping model selection:
(Flag: FullMappingEFTmodel)

3: EFT alternative parametrization

Parametrized EFT model selection:
(Flag: AltParEFTmodel)

1: ReParametrized Horndeski 

Planck mass:
(Flag: RPHmassPmodel)

0: Zero

1: Constant

2: Power law model

3: User defined

Kineticity:
(Flag: RPHkineticitymodel)

Braiding:
(Flag: RPHbraidingmodel)

Tensor:
(Flag: RPHtensormodel)

...

Background DE equation of state:
(Flag: EFTwDE)

0: LCDM

1: wCDM

2: CPL

....

Use some
parametrized
forms for the 
EFT functions

Use a theory whose
background mimics
exactly the one specified

Use a theory by specifying 
it completely and mapping 
it to the EFT framework

Use a parametrization that is 
mapped to the EFT framework

1: Horava gravity Horava model evading Solar System constraints
(Flag: HoravaSolarSystem)

2:  more coming soon! covariant galileon; Hu-Sawicki f(R)

M. Raveri, B. Hu, N. Frusciante, AS



in LCDM in DE/MG

Often employed on sub-horizon scales. It significantly simplifies the work because it 
reduces the Einstein equations, and any equation for additional scalar d.o.f., to algebraic 

relations in Fourier space.  What does it effectively correspond to? 
Is it always a good approximation? 

sub-horizon scales: k » aH sub-horizon scales: k » aH 

time derivatives of metric potentials 
negligible w.r.t. space derivatives

time derivatives negligible w.r.t. space derivatives

and

for both metric potentials and additional scalars, i.e.

how restrictive/realistic is 
the QS approximation? 

EFTCAMB can help 
exploring this!

On Quasi-Static approximation



Since we start from an action, we can identify general, model-independent 
viability conditions that are well motivated theoretically and ensure also 

numerical stability.

 This can significantly restrict the parameter space, and represent a powerful tool 
for the advocated  open-minded approach to cosmological tests of GR.

The world is beautiful outside  
only if it is stable inside.

Viability priors



Expanding the given action up to second order in the perturbations, and removing spurious 
DOFs, we can inspect the dynamics of perturbations; in this case one scalar field, i.e. ξ, and 
the tensor: 

And let us focus on scalar and tensor perturbations:

Let us use an ADM decomposition of the metric:

ds
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very general conditions in terms of 
the EFT functions, that constitute a 
stability check to be run at the very 

beginning!

E.g., avoidance of ghost and gradient instabilities translate into the following set of conditions:

… more ?!

✳

✳ including the matter sector these will change

AT (t) = m2
0 (1 + ⌦)� M̄2

3

c2T (t) =
m2

0 (1 + ⌦)

m2
0 (1 + ⌦)� M̄2

3

L⇠̇⇠̇ > 0

c2s ⌘ G

L⇠̇⇠̇

> 0

AT > 0

c2T > 0

In terms of EFT functions:

Viability Priors

De Felice et al., JCAP 1703 (2017); J. Gleyzes et al., Int.J.Mod.Phys. D23 (2015); R. Kase, S. Tsujikawa, Int.J.Mod.Phys. D23 (2015)

Frusciante, Papadomanolakis, AS JCAP 1607 (2016). 



Physics remains the guiding principle in the agnostic exploration of dark energy!

Marginalized joint likelihoods for parameters of interest in three different dark energy 
models: quintessence, non-minimally coupled quintessence and f(R) gravity.

B  and w  are strongly correlated via a 
theoretical prior

0 0

designer f(R) on wCDM background:

with Planck, lensing, WP, BAO data

Viability Priors

Raveri, Hu, Frusciante, AS, Phys.Rev. D90 (2014)

That means that w_0 and B_0 are not independent parameters but strongly correlated to each 
other through a theoretical prior. Data constrain B_0 to be small, and that forces w_0 to be 
close to -1 because of the theoretical prior. 



CPL DE: 

Joudaki et al., arXiv:1610.04606

WHICH DE IS IT?

w = w0 + wa(1� a)

KiDS Planck
Planck + KiDS

KiDS (LCDM) KiDS (CPL+FC)
Planck (LCDM) Planck (CPL+FC)
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a) b)

Peirone et al., arXiv:1702.06526

SINGLE FIELD DE

A stable Horndeski model 
will not give you that 

expansion!

Multifield scenarios shall be 
invoked…

Exploring constraints under stability conditions
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1) Results for the quintessence class of models

2) Results for the general Horndeski class of models

Raveri, Bull, AS, Pogosian, arXiv:1703.05297

Horndeski Priors on the effective DE equation of state 

Exploring theoretical priors

see Levon’s talk!



Joint approach



Constraining Horndeski gravity with Σ and μ 
Consistency Conditions

In the quasi-static regime, the phenomenological functions can be expressed 
analytically in terms of the EFT functions. For the Horndeski class we have:



Pogosian & AS, PRD (2016)

Is Σ=1?
NOYES

Is µ≥1?

NO

GBD 
ruled out

YES

Are µ-1 and Σ-1 
of the same sign?

NOYES

Horndeski 
disfavoured

Constrain 
GBD 

parameters 
m(a) and β(a)

Study Horndeski models 
with non-canonical 

kinetic terms

k-dependence 
in Σ or µ?

NOYES

 Covariant Galileons 
ruled out

Is Σ = µ ?

NO
YES

What is the 
transition 

scale? Is µ∞≥ µ0?

YES NO

Is cT ≠1 allowed? 

YESNO
Horndeski 
ruled out

Evidence of 
5th force

Is Σ0= µ0?

YESNO
Restrict to 

models with 
known αT  

 αT =0 αT≠0, evidence of 
non-trivial G4 and G5

Probing the 
k/a >> M 
regime

Is cT ≠1 allowed?

NOYES
Is Σ∞= µ∞?

NOYESMajor 
discovery! 

Horndeski 
ruled out

Detection 
of αM 

Models with 
non-trivial G4 

and G5 ruled out

Consistency Conditions
Constraining Horndeski gravity with Σ and μ 
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Planck 2015 Results.  XIV. DE/MG, Astron. Astrophys. 594 (2016) 

Peirone, Raveri, Pogosian, AS, Koyama, in preparation

X  taking local tests and 
GWs into account!

FOM will increase by 3 orders of magnitude!

see Levon’s talk!

Consistency Conditions
Constraining Horndeski gravity with Σ and μ 

see also: L. Perenon et al. JCAP 1701 (2017) no.01, 035 ; V. Salvatelli et al., JCAP 1609 (2016)



(µ,γ) EFT / (↵M ,↵B ,↵K ,↵T )

✽ very general, captures basically any 
deviation from LCDM

✽ needs QSA to treat specific models

✽ ~ single scalar field models allowing a 
well defined Jordan frame 

✽ NO QSA when specializing to models

✽ quite distant from theoretical details. 
Might end up exploring physically 

unviable options…?!

✽ closer link to theory (EFT in particular); 
allows implementation of theoretical 

viability priors to make exploration much 
more efficient…too strong?!

Wrapping up!



This was a brief tale of the ongoing quest to test gravity with LSS.

I focused on the challenges, approaches 
and prospects on the theory side.

This is an exciting prospect that will be 
enabled by upcoming surveys. 

With a big effort we are making progress in terms 
of theoretical frameworks to interpret the data ... 

bare with us! 

Wrapping up!



THANK YOU !



Working in this gauge, it makes it simpler to systematically write all the terms that can be building 
blocks of the unified action we are after.

They are all the geometrical quantities that are invariant under the time-dependent 3D spatial 
diffeomorphisms. They are easily identified in the ADM (Arnowitt-Deser-Misner)  decomposition of 

spacetime:

ds

2 = �N

2
dt

2 + hij(dx
i +N

i
dt)(dxj +N

j
dt)

lapse function shift vector
3D metric

hµ⌫ = gµ⌫ + nµn⌫nµ ⌘ Nt;µ

Kµ⌫ = h�
µn⌫;µ

R(3)
µ⌫intrinsic curvature:

extrinsic curvature: Kij =
1

2N
(@thij �riNj �rjNi)

If we define:


